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Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a
QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx
p r o d u c t s .

Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!
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About NARHAMS
NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state
of Md., Washington DC and the
surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club
is a section of the National Association
of Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a
high school club in 1963, changing our
name to NARHAMS when chartered as
a NAR section in 1965. NARHAMS is
the only seven time winner of the NAR
“Section of the Year” award.

Years won: 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001,
2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd.
in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open
to the public and are held the first  Sunday
of every month (weather permitting),
starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective
new members to our monthly meetings.
They are held on the first Saturday of the
month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the
College Park Airport Annex Building.
Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as a
sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via
chat-room, simply go to the NARHAMS
homepage and click on the link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops”
building.
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket
club in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model
rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and
interest. We are committed to
providing the most current, up-to-date
information on model and real world
rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published bi-
monthly and is available to anyone on
a subscription basis. Current rates are
$10 for email or $15 for meeting
pickup or $20 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 6 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43
is not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-
43 or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit
an article, send them to :

ZOG-43,
1404 Sweet Cherry Court
Severn, MD 21144

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com
 Zog-43 Editor: Jennifer Ash-Poole

Welcome New Members
David Fuller
Gregory Berezuk
WelcomeRenewing Members
Kevin Knebel
Tom Lyon
Ann Meisoll

****************************

Save up to 20 % at
Hobby Works when
you show your club
membership card.
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President’s Message: “Your destiny lies with greatness young
NARHAMS.  You cannot escape your destiny”.

We all remember watching the classic Star Wars movies in which Darth Vader,
the concerned and loving parent to young Luke Skywalker, exhorted the young
Jedi regarding the role of destiny in one’s life and a person’s responsibilities
towards fulfilling his or her own destiny.  Mr. Vader’s words were echoed by
family acquaintance Obi Wan Kenobi (Ben to his friends) who instructed Luke
to responsibly embrace the destiny thrust upon him, as well as to choose what
is right as opposed to what is easy.

Having proudly observed the outstanding manner in which NARHAMS recently conducted both its 40th

ECRM and its 31st Apollo Contest, I have reflected thoughtfully upon our enviable record of achievement,
endurance and longevity.  I pondered endlessly over whether our record is due to the collective knowledge,
skills and abilities of our membership, or perhaps whether a more ethereal and mystical force is at play.  We
don’t undertake our outreach functions because they enrich our treasury.  We certainly all sacrifice our time
and energy to make these events notable. We dedicate ourselves to performing these events decade after
decade even with different members in the leadership role.

We add to our list of achievements the 20 plus years we have participated annually in Science Day at
Montgomery College, the ten years our members have volunteered at the TARC finals and the 13 (perhaps
more) years we have hosted a Night Launch in September.  Arguably our crown jewel of continuity is the
public launch held on the first Sunday of each month at the Goddard Visitor Center which has been
conducted since 1976.

We have presented FROG awards to outstanding individuals on nine (9) occasions since 2002 and we have
honored deserving contest flyers fifteen (15) times with the Dead Last But Finished trophy since 1998.

Our proud record of achievements and outreaches gets placed into greater perspective when we consider that
we are approaching our 50th year as a NAR section in 2015.  I find it difficult to assert that we have
continued to work together at our activities simply due to a shared sense of sentimentality or nostalgia.  We
are creative and accomplished people who could easily find other pursuits at which to express our abilities
and skills.  Yet we continue NARHAMS’ stellar existence, working together through our different
personalities, different rocketry interests and different balance between personal life and real life (i.e. the
NARHAMS life).

Many issues can conspire to tear NARHAMS apart. Misunderstandings and suspicions will grow when
members don’t take care to employ some of the most rudimentary communication tools.  It is simply good
manners to politely inquire about another’s outlook rather than assuming that your solutions will carry more
merit.  The lessons you learn from your experiences may turn out to be less comprehensive as compared
those previously learned by others. This laundry list of pitfalls to cooperation and harmony may sound like
the deathblow to NARHAM’s future.  But, I ask you to consider this; we remain the oldest continuously
operating model rocket club in the United States.

Perhaps Mr. Vader is correct after all.  NARHAMS lives long and prospers not just because of accident or
happenstance.  NARHAMS’ longevity and list of achievements came into being because we share a
common DESTINY!    Ba BA ba ba ba BAAAAA BA ba ba ba BA BAAAA  (Star Wars theme).
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Tom Ha goes a wandering for a Launch Report

Memorial Day weekend dawned and I had several ideas about how to enjoy it. Primary on my list was flying
some rockets, other ideas ranged from cleaning the house to building rockets to finding a parade or picnic to
attend.

Flying rockets won out, and I was glad that it did. While a five hour solo drive in each direction wasn’t the
best, the folks at the MARS launch at Geneseo, New York made it an enjoyable time once I made it there. I
drove up on Saturday morning, arriving around 1PM. There were already about 75 people there, so I just
blended in and enjoyed watching quite a few mod roc flights, interspersed with some mid and high power
flights. With winds just barely shy of 20mph, even the onsite porta-potty looked like it was ready to fly
without a rocket engine! Saturday’s flights totaled 160 and included a couple cato’s of the Estes E12
engines, all with a date code of sometime in 2011. Those attempted flights happened before I arrived, so I
never saw the results from them.

Ken Allen from Performance Hobbies was the onsite vendor, and he seemed to do a steady business from
kids wanting rocket kits and parents wanting all sorts of engines. There were some parachute sales too for
those that needed to downsize in light of the wind. Ken had thought ahead and brought weights for some of
the boxes to keep them from tumbling across the field.

I packed up when everyone else was done flying and had a chance to talk to the Canadian contingent there
who came down from Quebec. They had arranged for storage of motors with MARS club members so they
didn’t have to bring motors into Canada, which I thought was a smart move. I stayed overnight at a Super8
motel in Henrietta without incident and added rail buttons to my Aerotech Astrobee-D in the room since the
MARS safety committee had determined that no flights would be permitted using ¼ rods due to rod whip.

I returned to fly at 9AM on Sunday and helped with some setup, then started prepping rockets. When an
announcement was made that a “NAR official” was on the field, the pressure was on. Unfortunately, I didn’t
make a good showing, flying my Aerotech Initiator on a CTI F36 that had some yet-undiagnosed issue. The
rocket went up 200-300 feet, tumbled and popped the chute. While it was a “qualified flight” and suffered
no damage, it was still not an auspicious beginning. I then decided to play it safe and flew my Quest Big
Dog (bought at Hobby Works) on a D12-3 for a good flight and a long walk. I then flew the Starblazer X20
that I picked up at the holiday party. It flew well on a B6-4 for another long walk. I flew a couple more
rockets, then wound up with my Aerotech Astrobee-D that is named “The Spotted Giraffe”. I flew it on a
CTI F59. This flight ended badly, with a height of about 500’ and a deploy of the chute for the upper portion,
but no deploy of the chute for the lower half. While the top came in fine, the lower piece managed a
beautiful right-angle bend in the body tube about 8" down from the top. Not only that, but the engine kicked
out and I lost the case and rear closure. That caused me to give Ken some of my business too.

I stayed and talked with a huge group of spectators, explaining everything from the NAR to HPR rocketry to
building techniques. I also became a member of the MARS club and plan to return to fly more large rockets
at the NYPOWER launch that takes place the end of July (the weekend that NARAM winds up). I may
make a road trip from PA to OH to NY and then back to PA. I had a great time at this huge field with a half-
mile or more of recovery area in all directions.
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Carroll County Ag Center Launch, June 22nd,
2013
Mark Wise

It would be harder to find a nicer June day in Maryland.
Low humidity for this time of year, not too hot, good flight
visibility.  Jim Miers transported the System 2 launch gear
to the Ag Center, and the range was open for business
shortly after our announced 10 AM start time.

Mike Kelley made the first flight of the day, flying an
SLCM Tomahawk on a B6-4, followed quickly by Alex
Mankevich’s Little White Lies on an A8-3.  Jim Miers flew an old, old Goblin on a C11-5, proving that
Estes should have brought out the C11 decades ago.  Mike, Jim, and Alex made the first dozen or so flights
of the day before other folks showed up.

We saw 18 flyers during the day for a total of 69 flights.  Several first-time flyers came to the launch, lured
by the NARHAMS website.  While the weather was great for June, the winds were a bit higher than
forecast.  As a result, Maria and Jim each lost a rocket in the trees.  Interestingly, Jim was pretty sure he saw
a bobcat in the woods while looking for his missing Fat Boy – not something you expect in town!  On the
bright side, no one lost a rocket in the corn; but then, the corn wasn’t all that high.

Some interesting flights during the day:

· Alex’s Baby Bertha on an A8-3 – he almost caught it!
· Mike Kelley’s Perseus II on a pair of C11-3s.  The shroud lines hung up briefly on the forward fins,

which made for a tense moment until the lines came free and the chute opened – it looked like a dual
deployment!

· Mike’s flight of a larger Tomahawk on an E11-3.  A slow, pretty boost, but no ejection charge.  The
model came down ballistically and was totaled on impact.  It could have happened to anyone, but it’s
rare to see one of Mike’s models turn in a less-than-perfect flight.

· Maria Ha’s “Rod & Balls,” a cute little odd-roc on a C6-3
· Three great R/C glider flights from Stoil Avramov.  That young man can really fly a glider!
· Jim Miers’ 2003-03 on an E15-4.  It chuffed half a dozen times before finally igniting and turning in

a good flight.  Alex penned a request on his next flight card:  “Make it jump up and down like
Miers’.”  A nice thought, but hard to control

A heartfelt “Thank you” to Jim Miers for transporting the
launch equipment from and to Jennifer’s house.  Thanks to
Jim, Mike Kelley, and Alex Mankevich for range setup.
Thanks also to Alex and Mike for picking up lunch for the
launch manager.

See you at the Ag Center on September 28th!

(See next page for engine and flight breakdowns.)
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John Hochheimer gets 2013 FROG Award

The NARHAMS Award for Rocketeers of Greatness Is
Presented to JOHN HOCHHEIMER

For his 11 years of service with the US & International
TARC program, NAR Board of Trustees 5 years of ser-
vice. NAR # 74537, John has promoted model rocketry at
all levels from youth group demonstrations to supporting
the US Internats team. In 2010 model rocket demonstra-
tion launches were suspended with the new FAA Flight
Restricted Zone at the Goddard Space Flight Visitor
Center. John’s ongoing efforts to procure waivers have
allowed NARHAMS to continue conducting these public
outreach launches.

Presented 2013 by a Grateful Club,
NAR Section # 139

Alex Mankevich presenting John with the
Key to NARHAMS, and proclaiming the
next hour, John Hochheimer hour.

Jennifer Ash-Poole reading the citation to John.

Ag Center Launch Numbers

Flight totals by motor class:
1/2A 2
A 8
B 23
C 13
D 6
E 11
Staged 6

Flight totals by flyer:
Alex Mankevich 11
Mike Kelley 9
Jim Miers 9
Dexter Burke 5
Maria Ha 5
Wayne Humphrey 4
Aidan Somerville 4
Stoil Avramov 3
Thomas Henderson 3
Aidan Kimack 3
Alex Levy 3
Maria Ha/Jonah 2
Natalie Shafer 2
Rachel Shafer 2
Maria Ha/Mia 1
David Levy 1
John Shafer 1
Mark Wise 1
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ECRM-40 Photo Page

Don Carson wins the Dead Last but Finished
Roving Trophy for 2013. Yet he won a medal
at NARAM!

Jef Fineran’s Sport Model with the
ECRM-40 sticker applied.

Glenn Feveryear with his ECRM
Hardware.

ECRM CD Jim Filler showing off his
Cowboy Hat for Sunday.

Due to NARAM and other personal life intersections, we don’t have an ECRM report for this newsletter.
However, we have cool pictures!
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What is in the Sky for August /September 2013.
      By Bradley Grant

In August and September you have some special events of note. The biggest one is the annual Perseid
meteor shower that will be at its best in the early dawn hours of August 12th. Just point your head halfway up
in the Northeastern sky and let the fun begin.  As far as viewing planets go, early in the evening in August
you will have Venus and Saturn fighting for attention in the night sky.  While Venus is our brightest planet, it
really doesn’t have a lot of features to see through a scope. However this month Venus will be appearing
with a thin crescent moon to the lower left of the planet. This will be an interesting sight without a telescope.
Viewing Saturn this month will be a treat.  You should be able to see its rings with a good set of Binoculars.
However, a small telescope would be perfect for this. The rings will be tilting at 17 degrees. This will give
any one great view of Saturn’s Rings.

Moon Phases for August
New Moon - August 6th First Quarter – August 14th
Full Moon  -  August 21st Last Quarter – August 28th

Planet Viewings for August Courtesy of Astronomy Magazine August 2013
WHEN TO VIEW THE PLANETS

Evening Sky                            Midnight                          Morning Sky
                    Venus (west)                           Uranus (east)                   Mercury (east)
                    Saturn (southwest)                 Neptune (southeast) Mars (east)
                    Neptune (east) Jupiter (east)

                                    Uranus (southwest)
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Kit review - The Launch Pad’s AMRAAM AIM-120A
Tom Ha

I have a particular place in my heart for the Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile AIM-120 because
it was the first missile kit I ever built, and it was also the first model I ever built as a sport scale rocket for
competition. I bought TLP’s kit for those reasons and I wanted a mid-range-engine capable version.

The rocket kit seemed at first glance to be fairly typical, but as I got into the build, I realized that this was a
kit in major need of some upgrades. The first step was to build the motor mount, and the default one was for
a two engine cluster of D12’s or E15’s. While I’m not against clustering, it does add complexity, and
clustering is not a particular interest of mine. So I raided one of my stashes of parts and came up with single
24mm centering rings. I looked online to make sure I had some options between Cesaroni and Aerotech
motors that would give me enough power to replace the two engine cluster before I went with the single
24mm mount. I realize this is personal preference and not a required upgrade.

Next up, I realized that I needed motor retention, so I added that from my parts doing a Kaplow Klips type
set up, and I also realized that the kit came with a short piece of elastic for the shock cord. The kit instructed
the builder to use the Estes-style paper-folded-over-the-shock-cord method of anchoring the shock cord in
the upper portion of the body tube. Instead I added a piece of Kevlar cord through the upper centering ring
and epoxied it in place. I was also puzzled by the idea that the engine mount was to be inserted an inch and a
half into the body tube, then a sleeve was to be inserted below that to reduce the engines exhaust effect on
the inside of the body tube. I moved the engine mount closer to the bottom of the tube and skipped the
sleeve. If I have to balance the rocket differently, I’d rather do that than burn through the body tube during
flight.

I have to say that I’m spoiled by laser-cut fins. The AMRAAM has eight fins and none of them were pre-cut,
so I had to go old school and cut out the template and use that. I decided that the balsa that came with the kit
might not stand up to the stresses I might add to the flights of this rocket, so I switched to 1/8 inch
basswood. The instructions do recommend soaking thin CyA into the balsa fins, but I don’t like to rely on
that for strength. While cutting the fins, I decided I’d try using the OptiVisor that came from my Dad’s stuff.
While he used it to magnify his electronics, it did provide a very nice hands-free close-up look at my cuts for
the fins. It also helped with making sure the templates were cut very cleanly.

The rest of the build went smoothly, with no major hiccups. I did replace the 3/16" launch lugs with rail
buttons. I find that I’m willing to take the longer walk to away pads in return for a solid upright flight.

This is a great looking rocket with those 8 fins and it stands over 4 feet tall. The final part that I appreciate is
that it is primarily painted gray, so there’s a lot less to deal with in the spray-painting process. I’d
recommend the kit for those that have some experience building mid-power rockets before, since there are
definitely changes that make this a much better rocket. One other change I’ll make if I build another similar
kit will be to add through-the-wall fins.
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                    44th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon Landing Contest

On July 14, a week earlier than usual, the NARHAMS club descended upon the Goddard Visitor Center to
help with the Apollo 11 Moon Landing Contest. As usual, we were doing Lunar Spot landing.

We seemed to be tricking Mother Nature, since the heat wave was just beginning (The contest is usually the
hottest day of the year.) And this year, we didn’t have Ed Pearson at the helm. Ed had to stay home due to
pain in his back, which turned out to be absysses in his lungs. Jennifer Ash-Poole stepped up to be Contest
Director.

The club had the regular demonstration rack, with the models from the early years of NASA. Then, as Ole
Ed would say, “It’s off to the races!” 61 contestants tried their luck at hitting the Moon. One Senior division

actually wrapped his model around the
flag pole to win the grand prize.

We were once again joined by Anoop
Mehta, President of the Maryland Space
Business Roundtable. The MSBR
generously gave us $800 to help with
trophies, and other things needed to
keep the launches happening at
Goddard.

Thanks to everyone in the NARHAMs
club for volunteering, Estes and Quest
for donating rocket kits, and the Mary-
land Space Business Roundtable for
their support. See you next year!

The Junior and Senior winners!

Jef and Ellen Fineran both won a kit.
Jim Filler getting the demo rack ready.
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July Sport Launch Report  by Alex Mankevich – Launch Manager

Our monthly sport launch was held on July 20th at Old National Pike
Park.  Since it was the July launch, the day naturally was sunny, hot, hazy
and humid.  I was pleased to note that the hay field had recently been
mowed and that no rockets were likely to be lost in the tall grass.  This
launch occurred during the 2013 NARAM and some of our members
were away to participate in that event.  The anticipated afternoon
thunderstorms were perhaps a second deterrent keeping flyers at home.
Fortunately, the weather stayed cooperative throughout the launch.  This
launch also featured the later run time from 2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Richard Crisco and Mike Kelly joined your friendly neighborhood launch
manager to set up the range.  By 11:30 we had set up two racks and three away pads.  Two pop-up tents at
the sign-in area were used to provide some shade for the intrepid flyers braving the sun.

Vice President Frank Panek managed to coordinate visits by two scout groups for this launch.  Scout pack
278 of Middletown and pack 883 of Eldersburg joined us.  The scouts flew mostly the Estes Alpha III,
Athena, Hi Jinks and Silver Streak models.  Both groups and their scout leaders were new to rocketry, so
Richard and Mike both graciously helped both at the safety check station and at the launch pads.
Rachel and Natalie Shafer continued their quest for TARC perfection.  They flew the SM3 models they had
flown at the Carroll County AG center launch last month.  Later in the day, the girls unveiled their great
white shark BT-80 nose cone.  The hand-painted details included menacing, soul-less eyes and a fearsome
array of serrated teeth.  I have just gotten over my fear of swimming in the ocean.  Now I’m afraid to swim
in the air!

Later in the day we were joined by Dexter Burke and his buddies.  Dexter’s parents organized a NASA-
themed birthday party which included a launch at the park for Dexter and his friends.  Alex made available
the NASA posters, brochures and other goodies that Kevin Johnson distributed at one or our earlier business
meetings.  My inside source informs me that Dexter’s birthday cake which his mom baked included a space
shuttle and an astronaut on the moon against a background of comets, meteors and stars.

We logged a total of 76 flights.  The motor list is as
follows: B6 = 22 , A8 = 21 , C6 = 10, A10 = 7 , B4
= 5 , D12 = 3 and one each for ½ A , C11 , E12 ,
F24 , F52 and G64.  Only two problem flights were
logged.  A single instance was recorded for a motor
eject and for a body separation.

Mike, Richard and I had the range completely

taken down by 6:30 p.m.
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FAI Flyoff Results -

James Duffy - S5 (Scale Altitude)
Jim Filler - S5 (Scale Altitude)
Katherine Humphrey - S9
     (Helicopter)
Steve Humphrey - S6, S9
(Streamer, Helicopter)
Kevin Johnson - S3 (Parachute)
------------------------------------
NARAM Results -

MONDAY

B Streamer
C Division
6th Place - Jim Filler
12th Place - Chris Kidwell
13th Place - Don Carson

Team Division
5th Place - Murphy's Lawyers
10th Place - Qualified Flight,
Pool, then Beer

1/4A HD
C Division
5th Place - Chris Kidwell
9th Place - Don Carson
13th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
3rd Place - Murphy's Lawyers
4th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer
------------------------------------
TUESDAY

1/8A PD - MR
C Division
2nd Place - Don Carson
4th Place - Jim Filler
6th Place - Chris Kidwell

Team Division
1st Place - Murphy's Lawyers
3rd Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer

1/2A Altitude
C Division
5th Place - Don Carson
6th Place - Chris Kidwell
8th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
3rd place - Murphy's Lawyers
8th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer
------------------------------------
WEDNESDAY

C DELA
C Division
7th Place - Don Carson
10th Place - Chris Kidwell
11th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
6th Place - Murphy's Lawyers
8th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer
------------------------------------
THURSDAY

A Pay
C Division
2nd Place - Chris Kidwell
7th Place - Jim Filler
11th Place - Don Carson

Team Division
2nd Place - Murphy's Lawyers
8th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer

A RG
C Division
6th Place - Don Carson
NG - Jim Filler
NR - Chris Kidwell

Team Division
7th Place - Murphy's Lawyers
9th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer
------------------------------------

FRIDAY

R&D
Team Division
4th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer

Scale
C Division
3rd Place - Chris Kidwell
5th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
8th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer
------------------------------------

Meet
C Division
8th Place - Chris Kidwell
14th Place - Don Carson
18th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
4th Place - Murphy's Lawyers
7th Place - Qualified Flight, Pool,
then Beer

Section
7th Place - NARHAMS
------------------------------------

National Championship

C Division
27th Place - Chris Kidwell
36th Place - Don Carson
39th Place - Jim Filler

Team Division
10th Place - Qualified Flight,
Pool, then Beer
12th Place - Murphy's Lawyers

Section
10th Place - NARHAMS
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Don Carson, ready for NARAM!

Those Murphy’s Lawyers in matching shirts.

Mark McReynolds’ Doorknob model before....

Mark’s Doorknob after (both times)

Qualified Flight, Pool, then Beer presenting their
Research and Development project (The ECRM-40
booklet.)

NARAM Photos this page
by Jim Filler

NARAM 55 Photo Page!
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More NARAM 55 Photos!

Rod Schafer and Ryan Coleman, doing
tracking and getting all but one launch
closed to under 5% on one of the days.
(Photo by Peter Alway)

Flying I-Beam Kids Scale Model
(photo by Peter Alway).

Qualified Flight’s Arcas launching, with
the Moon in the background.
(Photo by Peter Alway)

Newsletter Editors go over the ECRM-40 Booklet.
Art Nestor and PSC won again. NARHAMS is
Runner up.
(photo by John Brohm)
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NARAM Lessons Learned and Cold Hard Observations

By Don Carson and Dr. Chris Kidwell

I started this article as notes for things I wanted to remember for the next round of contest flying. Much of it
is common sense and things I should have known. Some of it is stuff I experienced, some is just things I saw
or heard about.

General  -  Build and test fly before you get to the meet. Build light, then re-examine
where you could make it lighter. I think I will invest in one of those tiny altimeters to
evalute how models perform as I tweak designs. Finish building before you leave for the
contest. You really will want to spend any free time doing something else. 

Plastic forming - heated plastic plates can be stretched over a form instead of using vacuum
forming over a mold.

A two meter launcher gives you a two meter head start over those who launch
down on the ground. Two meters is the current limit for how high your
launcher can be (in competition, that is).

For a multi-day contest, sort models/materials before traveling to field. Bring
the right sized piston tubes for that day’s flights plus any extras you might
need for reflights.

Tracking powder - today people use epoxy pigment, not chalk line chalk, who
knew? Thanks, Jim.

Pistons - Several times, my MMX PD model ended up rotating on the
piston tube to the point that the ignitor would twist and short out. Next time
I fly, I’ll tape a half toothpick to the base of the piston tube and clip a
clothes pin on the piston rod such that the toothpick is captured and can’t
rotate yet is free to liftoff. I’ll probably do that on my other pistons too, just
to keep them from rotating.

Prepare plenty of piston tubes and heads before you go. Make extras for no
close or other reflight needs.

1/8A PD MR - Build light, small. The winner used a minimum length paper
tube with a short motor tube, paper nosecone, and cardstock fins. No foam

plug, but a paper chute protector.

C E/L Alt. - C6’s went higher than C11’s.  Long pistons ruled ~ 30".  An R&D report, with very limited data,
suggested that maybe up to 5' would benefit! I used Open Rocket (OR) to design and optimize the model. In
order to keep it light, I built a capsule out of cardstock, sacrificing some aerodynamic efficiency and it did
pretty well among the C11 powered models.

Continued on next page
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NARAM Lessons Learned and Cold Hard Observations (Cont)

A RG - Scissor flop wings did well. Chris Flanigan lost 5 over the two events (FAI and A RG). He used
carbon fiber (CF) boom and elastic actuators (in lieu of rubber bands).  His wing was set at an aggressive 3
degree angle of attack. His wing was tapered and he sized the pivot such that folded wings are held flat
again the boom. The wing had two stops to position it for glide. He mounted two launch lugs on the top
surface of the wing, one behind pivot and one forward near the hinge. For A RG, Chris built a smaller
version that actually deployed at apogee with A3-4T! The bigger, normal size was on its way down with that
delay. Here is where building and iterating designs paid off.  He did not win, though, because he could not
return either of those great flyers.

I flew a small slide wing model that boosted very high and glided out of sight. They probably lost sight early
because it was so small, though.

Pop stab - Steve Foster used a CF boom and pulled the elevator against it, insuring flat elevator during
boost.

During the week I put together an radio control A RG model - 45
square inches, 30 grams with empty casing. 26 g without. Wing
turned out to be too weak and failed at the joint between the
center rib to leading and trailing edge strips, even with carbon
tow applied to the top surface. I had cut the rudder down too
much (I think). Control surfaces could be a bigger percentage of
the tail area. I would add a basswood spar behind leading edge.  I
would add bigger control horns. Foam wings may be the way to
go. This is an example of something that one should really build
and wring out long before the contest. It was a nice model on a
1/2A but an A converted it into a single Flop wing. Fortunately, I

did the check out on the sport range so I could use a back up conventional glider for my second official
flight.

A Payload Alt. - An Open Rocket, small finned design worked well. Could have used a longer piston. Kevlar
line from nosecone through the entire interior to the thrust ring worked well, keeping everything together.
Since you can use streamer recovery, I would opt for that next time to make things lighter. The RSOs were
pretty lenient qualifying models that were coming in pretty fast on a streamer.

1/4A HD - Really have to watch weight and use a piston.  

B SD -  Trip’s streamer recipe: 1 mil aluminized mylar rolled around a mandrel (1/2 or 1"?) clamped flat and
baked in oven at 160 degrees. Last section can be folded back on itself before rolling it up. Use OR to design
minimal fin size to reduce weight. If nose weight needed for stability use tracking powder or talcum - no
weight penalty on descent. 

Continued on next page
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NARAM Lessons Learned and Cold Hard Observations (Cont)

Scale - I thought there were lots of models with a surprising lack of detail. There were some with good
detailing.  There were a surprising number of DQs during flight - some due to the complexity of the model,
some just downright inexplicable (like ejecting the engine!).

From the good Dr. K:

My major lesson learned is to practice more. I was using a new tube-making technique for the FAI events
that ended up saving about 1 g of weight on the finished model. I didn’t bother testing the new tubes to see if
they were strong enough for A3-4T, and found out the hard way that they were not. Moral of the story: it
doesn’t matter how light your models are if they DQ on the way up.

(Side note from Bubbles: I used 2 of Dr. K’s FAI models. I did NOT piston, and the models held up to one or
two flights)

Some other random observations:
- Always use a sheet of wadding to protect the parachute, even when using a foam plug.
- Use 1/8" elastic on helicopter/glider hinges instead of rubber bands.
- Longer pistons give a huge benefit on heavy (30+ gram) models. Lighter models can get by with shorter
pistons.
- Having a good seal between the piston plug and tube is very important.
- SIP (or Mil-Max) connector pins are very fragile, and break off easily when trying to get a tight fit of the
piston tube to motor.
- A C6 motor really can lift 2 eggs, given enough boost from a good piston.
- Bob Kaplow suffers from multiple personality disorder, depending on whether he is talking to you in
person, or typing at the keyboard.

 And finally from Don again:

The last NARAM I flew in was more than 3 decades ago. The thing that strikes me the most is the
sophistication of the launch systems - both pistons and towers, and the hunt for “good air.”  Both these
elements appear to offer significantly improvements in your odds for winning a duration or altitude event.  I
would also submit that the additional challenges/expense/learning curve presented by the need to master
them could be a significant impediment to encouraging new competitors.

I would also observe that, like 3 decades ago, there will always be a small, vocal few who will find some
reason to grouse about how an event is run, rather than enjoy the contest and thank those who work so hard
to make it happen.  My hat’s off to Bob Ferrante and his team for stepping up to host NARAM and for
pulling it off.
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NARHAMS 2013 CALENDAR

Aug 3 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, NARAM Recap College Park, MD
Aug 4 1 – 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
Aug 17 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch  (Brad Grant) Mt. Airy, MD
Sep 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
Sep 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Elections College Park, MD
Sep TBD 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Night launch (Jim Filler) Mt. Airy, MD
Sep 21-22 9am - 5pm  Capital Cup FAI World Cup The Plains, VA
Sep 28   10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD
Oct 5 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Ole Ed movie night (Ed Pearson) College Park, MD
Oct 6 1 – 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
Oct 19 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Flying Ships (Maria Ha) Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, 2014 Planning meeting College Park, MD
Nov 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
Nov 16 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch,  Military Rockets (Bradley Grant) Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 23  10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD
Dec 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
Dec 7 5:30 – 9 pm Holiday party, Greenbelt Community Church Greenbelt, MD
Dec 21 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch, Mid-power rockets Mt. Airy, MD

Note: Sport launches at Mt. Airy are open to NARHAMS members only for the first 2 hours, and open to everyone
thereafter.

Additional Note: Several dates in September will be changing due to the Capital Cup, so watch the web site to see
when the night launch may be.

Katherine and Steve Humphrey prepping an FAI
model. Both made the 2014 Senior S9 team.
(Photo by Peter Alway)

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR:

Due to some personal issues, I am looking
for an assistant editor for the next couple of
issues. If you are interested in helping out,
please email me at zog43editor@yahoo.com.

Thanks!

Editor Bubbles


